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Decorative 
air grill

“ The Direct Vent DVC-500
coal stoker opens brand new
possibilities for homeowners.

First, it offers incredible range,
from a room warming 7,000

BTUs, to a house heating
75,000 BTUs, automatically

controlled by its computer.  
This means you get the heat 
you need when you need it.

Plus, with the large capacity
hopper and ash pan, this 

appliance can run for days
without loading or emptying
ashes. And because it requires

no chimney, consumers can
make use of this exciting and
clean burning fuel practically

anywhere in the house.”
Dane Harman 

Optional 24 carat
gold trim adds

classic touch to
view of fire.

Extra large door and
glass for enhanced

fire viewing.

Generous 7,000 to 75,000
BTU output range.

Convenient 
ash door

...The Perfect Combination
of Style and Substance

T HE HARMAN DVC-500 DIRECTT

Optional battery
backup



Control panel
attaches to

stove or mounts
conveniently 

to wall.

The Most Intelligent 
Coal Stove
The DVC-500 is incredibly smart and efficient.
It comes standard with a miniature computer on
board which makes constant adjustments to the
fuel consumed and to the heat driven into the
room through the blower. What this means is that
you get all the heat you need and only the heat
you need, always burning the correct amount of
fuel to maintain the desired temperature.

The All Seasons Coal Stove
Taking the chill off an October evening is no
problem for the DVC-500. With a low setting
that reaches down to 7,000 BTUs, this is a stoker
that doesn’t drive you out of the room with too
much power. But come January, comfort is
assured with a house heating maximum of 75,000
BTUs. The DVC-500 is right for your home,
regardless of the weather.

The Most Convenient 
Coal Stove
You get a whopping 93-pound hopper with the
DVC-500. On low, that’s enough room for one
load of quality anthracite coal to last at least four
days without reloading. Even during winter at its
worst, this stoker will run for days. You also get an
oversized ash pan large enough to handle an
entire hopper’s worth of coal. This means that
you don’t have to empty more times than you
reload. All in all, the DVC-500 is a coal stove that
is simply easier to use, requiring fewer reloads 
and less emptying.

The Most Versatile 
Coal Stove
You do NOT have to set the DVC-500 near the
chimney to enjoy its warmth. In fact, you don’t
have to have a chimney at all! That’s because it is
a true direct vent coal stove, the first of its kind,
and does not require a chimney for installation 
or operation. It is extremely safe and airtight,
obtaining 100% of the air needed for the fire from
outside your house and returning 100% of the
exhaust air back outside.

VENT COAL STOKER

Harman’s air
wash system
keeps glass

cleaner,
longer.

Heat It Your Way
1. Room Temperature Mode lets

you install a small sensing 
probe in the room and main-
tain a constant temperature 
without needing to install a 
wall thermostat.

2. Stove Temperature Mode gives
you a constant heat output.  
The burn rate lets you turn 
down the burn rate for longer 
times between fuel refills or up 
for maximum heat output.

Extra Large Hopper

Control Panel

Sealed hopper for
airtight efficiency

Supersize Ash Pan
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6 Year Warranty Includes 
3 Years Parts and Labor
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The Harman DVC-500
Direct Vent Coal Stoker

Your Harman Dealer Is:

Specifications:
Weight 455 pounds
BTU range (output) 7,000 to 75,000
Heating capacity 2,200 square feet
Fuel Anthracite rice coal
Hopper capacity 93 pounds
Blower size 135 cfm
Flue size 4"
Wattage 295 Watts

MADE IN U.S.A.

Clearances and Dimensions:

Safety Testing (by Warnock Hersey):
ASTM E1509 • Mobile home-approved
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The Direct Vent
Advantage
You can’t get a more airtight coal stove than
the DVC-500. All the air for combustion
comes from outside your house and goes two
ways, directly to the fire and also to the door,
constantly washing the window with air. The
exhaust motor returns used air to the outside
the same way, ensuring that your home stays
clean and safe. In addition, there is a powerful
blower dedicated solely for distributing heat
through the stove and into your house.   

NO
CHIMNEY

REQUIRED!

Fresh outside air

Fresh warm air

Exhaust

exits directly

outdoors

Air
washes

glass

352 Mountain House Road
Halifax, PA 17032
(717) 362-9080
Fax: (717) 362-4251
www.harmanstoves.com
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